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1. Introduction. In [5] and [6], we studied the structure of
maximal sum-free sets of elements in groups of prime orders p= 3/c + 2
and p=3/c+ 1 respectively. In this paper, we shall study the structure
of maximal sum-free sets in groups G (both abelian and non-abelian)
of order 3p, where p--3k+l is a prime. We shall use he same
erminologies and notations as used in [1]. In particular, we let S be
a maximal sum-free set in G and SI be the cardinal of S.
2. Abelian groups. Throughout this section G is abelian. We
first prove that S+SI :/:21SI in Theorem 4 of [1]. In fact, we shall
prove
Lemma 1. If S is a maximal sum-free set in G, then S is a union
of cosets of some subgroup H, of order p or 1, such that

ISwSI-21SI-IHI.
Write G--(0,1,2,...,3p-1}. Let H0=H-{0,3,6,...,
H--p+H,
Hz=2p+H, S-SfH, i=0,1,2.
3(p--1)},
If S=H 1, say, then it is clear that IS + S :/: 2ISI.
By Theorem 5 of [1],
Assume now that S:/:H and S:/:
<_ k. Thus S + S21 >_-2k+ 1 and without loss of generality, we may
assume that S _>- k + 1.
Now ($1+$1)$2= and (S+$1)$2H2. Hence, by CauchyDavenport theorem ([2], p. 3), if S + S :/: H2,
Proof.

.

+ IS+SI >= ISI +21S1-1
>_-+ ISI + ISI => IS01 + ISl + ]S2l--p,

79>= ISzl

from which it follows that

ISol-lc, ISl-/c/l, and ISl--/Co
(If S+S=H, then we can prove that S0- and so S-H1, which
contradicts the assumption.)
Let S*--SUS. Then S*S. But from Theorem 4 of [1], we
have (i) IS+SI-21SI- or (ii) IS+SI-21SI and SU(S+S)-G.
Thus from S* fq (S- S)
it ollows that IS + S :/: 21SI.
Hence, in any case S+SI 21SI.
The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
Next, we prove
Theorem 1. Let S be a maximal sum-free set in G such that S is
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not a coset of H, H-{0, 3, 6,..., 3(p--l)}, then S is given by S-So U S
U S., where
2k},
So= {id; i= k+ 1, k+ 2,
S=p+ {id i=O,1,
k},
S.= 2p + {id; i= 2k + 1, 2k + 2,
3k}, d e H.
Hence the number of maximal sum.free sets S in G such that S is not
a coset of H is p-1. Moreover, if S and S’ are two maximal sumfree sets in G such that S and S’ are not cosets of H, then there exists
an automorphism 0 of G such that
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 1 above, we know that if S
:/:H and S:/: then IS01=k, ISl=k+l, IS.l-k, and
=21S1-1. Hence by Vosper’s theorem ([2], p. 3), S is in arithmetic
progression. Let
(1)
S=p+(a+id; i=0,1,
k}, a, deH.
+_ k} and from the fact that So (S-S)
Then S-S= (id i=0,_ 1,
and IS01 k it follows that
(2
So-{id; i=k+ 1, k+ 2,
2k}.
Now, S+S=2p+{2a+]d; ]=0, 1, ...,2k} and from the fact that
S (S + S)= and S k it follows that
(3)
3k}.
S- 2p + {2a + id i 2k + 1, 2k + 2,

...,

...,

...,

...,

...,

...,

Next,
S+S={3a+]d; ]=0,1, ..., k-1,2k+l,2k+2, ...,3k}
and So Ho\ (S + S), the set complement of S + S with respect to H0.
Hence
(4)
SoC= {3a+id; i- k, k+ 1, ..., 2k}.
Now by the following lemmas,
Lemma 2. Let A={a+]d;]=O, 1,...,r} be a set of residues
modulo m with (d,m)-I and l<=r<__m-3. If A-(b+]d’; ]-0,1,...,
r}, then d’- +_ d (rood m) ([3]).
Lemma :}. Let A--{a+]d;]=l,2,...,r} be a set of residues
modulom with(d,m)-I and2<__r<=(m+l)/2. Then A can be written
in only two essentially different ways in arithmetic progression
form, namely

...,

either A
r}
{a + ]d ]= 1, 2,
or
A {(a + (r + 1)d) + ](-- d) ] 1, 2,
([6]),
r}
we have either So= {3a+ id i= k + 1, k+ 2,
2k}, or So= {3a + id
i-k,k+l,
2k-l}.
Case (i). So= (3a + id i= k + 1, k + 2,
(5)
2k}.
In this case, compare (5) with (2), we have a=0 and thus
(2)
2k},
S0-- {id; i= k + 1, k + 2,
(6)
Sl=p+{id; i=0,1,
k},
$2=2p + {id; i=2k+ 1, 2k+ 2,
(7)
3k}.

.,

.,

...,

...,

...,

.,

...,
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Case (ii). So=- (3a + id i- k, k + 1, .., 2k- 1}.
In this case compare (8) with (2), we have d-3a and therefore
a----kd.

Thus

(2)
(9)
(10)
On the other hand, we can verify that S-=So S [J S, where So,
S, S are given by (2), (6), and (7) (or (2), (9), and (10)) is sum-ree in
G and hence is a maximal sum-free set in G.
Now, let
(2)’
S--{ido; i=k+l,k+2, .,2k},
( 6 )’
p
i
O,
1,
k},
Si- + {ido
( 7 )’
S=2p + {ido i- 2k + 1, 2k+ 2,..., 3k}.
We can show that the mapping t defined by
(id)t? ido, (p + id)? p + ido,
p- 1
(2p + id)O- 2p + ido, i- O, 1,
is an automorphism of G such that St? S’, where S So [2 S [2 S, So, S,
, So, S, S are given by
S are given by (2), (6), (7) and S’(2)’, (6)’, (7)’.
It is clear that the mapping (f defined by
(id)q-i(-d), (p + id)=p + i(-d),
p --1
(2p+id)=2p+i(-d), i- O 1,
is an automorphism of G that maps the maximal sum-ree set given
by (2), (6), and (7) onto the maximal sum-free set given by (2), (9), and
(0).
Hence, again, by Lemma 2, there are altogether p-1 non-essentially different maximal sum-free sets S in G such that S is not coset
of H. Moreover, all these non-essentially different maximal sum-ree
sets in G can be obtained by automorphisms from S where S-So D S
[J S is given as ollows"
S0-{i; i=k+l,k+2,..., 2k},
and
S=p + {i i- 0, 1,
k},
S.=2p+{i; i-2k+1,2k+2,
3k}.
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
:. Nonabelian groups. Theorem 8 of [1] states that if G is a
non-abelian group of order 3p, where p--3k+ 1 is a prime, then 2(G)
=p. In this section, we shall study the structure of maximal sumfree sets S in G for this case. In fact, we shall prove
Theorem 2. Let G be a non-abelian group of order 3p, where
p=3k+l is a prime. If S is a maximal sum-free set in G, then S is
a coset of a subgroup H, of order p, of G.
Proof. We know that G is generated by a and b such that 3a-0
=pb and b+a-a+rb, where r+r+l0 (modp) ([4], p. 51). It is

So-(id i-k+ l, k+2, .,2k},
S p + (id i-- O, 2k + 1, 2k + 2, ..., 3k},
S- 2p / (id i-- 1, 2,..., k}.

...,

.,

..,

...,
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...,

(p-- 1)b}
H0- {0, b, 25,
is the only subgroup, of order p, o G ([4], p. 49).
From the proo of Theorem 8 in [1], i S is not a coset o H0, we
can prove that IS01-k, ISl-k+l, ISl-k, and IS+Sl-21Sl-1
([1]). Hence, by Vosper’s theorem, $1 is in arithmetic progression.

Let

S-a+{m+id; i=0, 1, 2,...,k)b
where re, de {0,1,2, ...,p-I}.

Now S +S-2a+(mr+i(dr); i=0, 1,2, ..., k}b
+{m+id; i--0, 1, 2,...,k)b
where A- {mr + i(dr) i-0, 1, 2, ., k} and B- {m + id i=0, 1, 2,.

,k}

are elements in the cyclic group C of order p.
Again, by Vosper’s theorem, A and B should have the same difference. Hence, from Lemma 2, we have dr- +_ d (mod p). But since
d:/: 0, therefore r- 1 (mod p), which contradicts the fact r / r / 1-0
(rood p).
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
4. A conjecture. For the case that G is abelian of order 9,
the second possibility in Theorem 8 of [1] cannot occur also, i.e., if S
is a maximal sum-free set in G, then IS+ S :/:21SI.
Let H0 be any subgroup, o order 3, of G. Let H0, H, H be distinct cosets of H0 and S-S H, i=0, 1, 2.
If the second possibility in Theorem 8 of [1] occurs, then 0 e S + S
and thus (-- S) S 2. Hence, i S= (So, Sl, s2}, and S:/=H1 or H2,
then So e So, s e S, and s--s e S.
Now rom S U (S + S)- G, we have

-

2s0 + (So + 81) (80- 81) l_ 2s + (-- 2sl)

So,

rom which it ollows that 5s0-0, which is impossible.
We make the ollowing
Conjecture" Let G be a finite abelian group such that G] has
no prime factors-2 (mod 3) and such that GI has 3 as a factor. If
S is a maximal sum-free set in G, then S is a union of cosets of a subgroup H, of order GI/3m, of G, where m is an integer such that 3m

Gl, and IS+SI--21SI--[HI.
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